Analyzing the effect of hydration on the wedge indentation fracture behavior of cortical bone.
Hydration directly affects the mechanical properties of bone. An initial and basic procedure shows both wedge indentation fracture experiments under plane strain conditions in cortical bone and numerical simulation with finite elements agree that dry bone fractures much more easily than fully hydrated bone submerged in an aqueous environment, such as in the body of an animal. The wedge indentation experiments were performed with high speed video microscopy, under dry and fully hydrated (submerged) conditions. The numerical simulation, specifically finite element analysis using cohesive elements to simulate fracture, was utilized to capture plasticity, fracture initiation and propagation, and to study the applicability of brittle material based indentation fracture theory. Experiment and theory give similar results for the dependence of depth of fracture initiation, and size of plastic zone, on hydration state. Comparison of fracture propagation characteristics between wet and dry bone are examined and discussed. This research demonstrates the ability to quantitatively assess the effect of hydration on the fracture initiation, propagation, and plastic zone size of cortical bone, through an approach using simple wedge indentation, with important implications for efforts in developing methods to understand clinical diagnostic testing and general fracture behavior of living bone in the ultimate interest of health care purposes.